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1 Introduction 

This document is a first result of the thinking process related to the design of a conceptual 
model which simulates scenarios of the urban evolution the Witbank region. This evolution is 
driven by the spatial development of the coal mining, an activity that is not always controlled 
in terms of environmental regulation.  

The resulting model is called WitSprawl (for « Witbank Sprawling ») 

2 Methodology 

2.1 Generalities 

In methodological terms, representing an urban evolution successively consists in: 
- representing the evolution of a city, according only to physical constraints such as 

geography, topography, etc. 
- filtrating the residents of this city which match logical criterion such as social, 

economic and environmental regulation constraints. 

In the Eominers project, a conceptual model is being designed in the task WP3.1 (cf. Figure 1). 
It models the transport of contaminants from their sources (mine, dump, …) until their 
destination (surface and ground waters, workers, residents, …) 

 
Figure 1 : recall of the BGS conceptual model  

related to the transport of contaminants 

This BGS model will be the starting point of WitSprawl, by adding the following features: 
- the social, politic and economic parts, which are further deepened like it has been 

more done by BGS with the environmental part, 
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- the geographic part, which will be introduced in order to represent the demographic 
evolution aspect  

The ensemble is enriched by its dynamic aspect, that is, the way it will evolve over time, in 
order to perform the prospective simulation expected in the task WP4.2. 

This prospective simulation will be supported by Is@Tem. It is a simulation platform based on 
components in interaction. A component is defined by a set of properties, a set of public input 
and output interfaces and a set of private functions. The formal aspect of these elements will 
be detailed in Section  2.3. 

In order that WitSprawl can be simulated in Is@Tem, the initial BGS model should then first be 
translated to a set of Is@Tem components in interaction. All improvements brought by this 
work will next be formalized in terms of components. 

The remainder of this section is organised as follow: first, Section  2.2 lists the components 
identified in WitSprawl as well as its respective properties and private functions (if any). 
Section  2.3 next describes how the components interact via what is called events. 

2.2 The types of components of the model 

The types of the WitSprawl components have been identified according to three criterions: 
geographic, environmental and socioeconomic criterions. The two first types correspond to the 
Is@Tem version of the BGS initial model. The third type corresponds to the new components 
added to represent all actions requiring the knowledge of the localisation of a component in a 
defined geographic space. In any case, each type, successively described below, is identified by 
a user name (i.e. as it is understood by a user), followed in brackets, by a conceptual name 
(i.e. as it is understood by the model). In the whole document, the two formalisations may be 
either used, depending on the context. 

The components having environmental features are: 
- the dump (Dump) 
- the atmosphere (Atmosphere) 
- the soil (Soil) 
- the surface water (SurfaceWater) 
- the ground water (GroundWater) 
- the road (Road) 
- the channel (Channel) 
- the ecology (Ecology) 
- the mine working (MineWorking) 
- the agricultural land (AgriculturalLand) 
- the farm properties (FarmProperties) 

The initial BGS model does not mention in an explicit way how the value of the properties of 
these components are initialised nor calculated. The model only lists the properties. Thus, 
these calculation rules will be progressively brought as and when the EoMiners project 
progresses.  

The components having socioeconomic features are: 
- the economic value of a land (LandValue) 
- the quality of the infrastructure (InfraQuality) 
- the human (Human) 
- the residence (Residence) 
- the mine workers (MineWorkers) 
- the policy maker (PolicyMaker) 

As with the environmental components, the initial BGS model does not mention in an explicit 
way how the value of the properties of these socioeconomic components are initialised nor 
computed. For example, it is not known how to mathematically determine LandValue and 
InfraQuality, or, still, the health level of a human. Moreover, finding these values in EoMiners 
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will be unlikely possible. Thus, to elaborate this part of the model, making an investigation 
outside EoMiners, in particular in the field of urban sprawling, was first necessary and the result 
will next be adapted to the indicators collected in the WP1 of EoMiners. 

The components having geographic features are: 
- the urban sprawler (UrbanSprawler) 
- the cells (Cell) 
- the patches (Patch) 
- the landscape (Landscape) 

These are mainly the new types of components that the present works brings compared to the 
initial BGS model. Cell, Patch and Landscape are overlapped to represent 3 different spatial 
scales: a landscape is composed of many patches, and a patch is composed of many cells. The 
size of Cell and Landscape is constant whereas the size of Patch is variable. Figure 2 
illustrates a partial view of what a landscape (here, in interaction with an urban sprawler) 
may contain. The figure contains 3 patches, whose one is empty, some residences, a portion of 
water surface and a mine working. 

 
Figure 2 : an example of a content of a landscape  

on which the urban sprawler is acting 

Note that there is only one instance of Landscape, Atmosphere and UrbanSprawler for the 
whole system unlike the other types of components where it is for example possible to find 
many instances of SurfaceWater or Road. 

Following subsections now describe in a detailed way all of these types of components, one by 
one. For each type, a brief definition as well as the properties and the private functions are 
given.  

The type of components having geographic features 

The urban sprawler (UrbanSprawler) 

As it is named, an UrbanSprawler conceptually contains the engine which evolves the spatial 
extent of a city. 

The properties of UrbanSprawler are listed below. 
Name Description 
globalConversionProbability global probability for an empty patch to be occupied by at least one residence 
Landscape the landscape on which this component will act to compute the urban sprawling 

(Empty) Patch  

Cells  

SurfaceWater  

MineWorking  

Residents  

UrbanSprawler 

Landscape 

(Inhabited) Patch  
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The private functions of UrbanSprawler are listed below.  
Name Description 
Sprawl() periodically compute the extension of the residence and update the inhabited surface 

The development of the Sprawl() function being the main goal of this work, its functioning is 
detailed in a particular section (Section  3). As an overview, let us just say that the sprawling 
action consists in increasing the number of residences and positioning the new residences in the 
appropriate place of the space. 

The cells (Cell) 

A Cell constitutes the unit and indivisible cutting of the space. Any component represented 
in the space in form of point (ex: Residence) is situated in one cell. Likewise, any component 
represented in the space in form of polyline or polygon (ex: Road, GroundWater, …) is 
distributed through several cells. Inversely, a cell may coincide with one or more components. 

The properties of Cell are described below. 
Name Type Description 
x integer x-coordinate of the cell 
y integer y-coordinate of the cell 
isInhabitable boolean checks whether this cell can physically contain a residence 
slope real the topographic slope of the surface coinciding with this cell 
CellDump Dump the portion of a dump (if any) situated in this cell  
CellSoil Soil the portion of a soil (if any) situated in this cell 
CellSurfaceWater SurfaceWater the portion of a surface water (if any) situated in this cell 
CellGroundWater GroundWater the portion of a ground water (if any) situated in this cell 
CellChannel Channel the portion of a channel (if any) situated in this cell 
CellMineWorking MineWorking the portion of a mine working (if any) situated in this cell 
CellAgriculturalLand AgriculturalLand the portion of a agricultural land (if any) situated in this cell 
CellFarm Farm the portion of a farm property (if any) situated in this cell 
CellResidence Residence the portion of a residence (if any) situated in this cell 
Patch Patch the patch which contains this cell 

The patch (Patch) 

A Patch conceptually constitutes a cutting area whose the contents allow an UrbanSprawler 
to decide whether more residences should be added inside this patch and the immediate 
surrounding patches. A Patch is composed of one or more adjacent cells.  

Note that in the field of urban sprawling, the determination of a patch extent is not obvious 
and often done by empirical or experimental method. Indeed, it depends on many factors like 
the spatial distribution of the residences, the current developing projects in the studied area, 
the topology, the environmental constraints, etc. 

The properties of Patch are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
isUrban boolean  checks whether this patch is already urbanised (that is filled 

of residences) 
isNonResidentialUse boolean  checks whether it is possible to legally live in this patch 
isRegularSettlement boolean  checks whether the implantation of this patch is legal 
fillingRate 0…100 % number of inhabited cells / number of inhabitable cells 
habitableRate 0…100 % number of inhabitable cells / total number of cells  
distanceFromMineWorking real km distance from the closest mine 
distanceFromCenter real km distance from the city centre 
distanceFromRoad real km distance from the closest road 
distanceFromPollution real km distance from the closest polluted component (soil or water) 
neighbourResidents integer  total number of residents in the adjacent neighbourhoods  
LandValue LandValue  the economic value of this patch 
InfraQuality InfraQuality  the quality of the infrastructure in this patch 
Cells Cell{}  the set of cells which form this patch 
AgriculturalLands AgriculturalLand{}  the set of agricultural lands in this patch 
Neighbourhoods Patch{}  the set du adjacent neighbourhoods 
Residences Residence{}  the set of residences in this patch 
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Name Type Unit Description 
SurfaceWaters SurfaceWater{}  the set of surface waters in this patch 
GroundWaters GroundWater{}  the set of ground waters in this patch 
Soils Soil{}  the set of soils in this patch 
Dumps Dump{}  the set of dumps in this patch 

The landscape (Landscape) 

A Landscape is the single spatial entity which conceptually regroups all patches of the system.  

The properties of Landscape are listed below 
Name Type Unit Description 
Patches Patch{}  all patches of the system 

The types of components having environmental features 

The dump (Dump) 

A Dump conceptually represents an area where mining wastes are rejected during the activity 
of one or more instances of MineWorkers.  

The properties of Dump are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
sulphate  real  the rate of sulphate contained in the dump 
pyrite real  the rate of pyrite contained in the dump 
stability real  the level of stability of this dump 
Atmosphere   the atmosphere that this dump pollutes 
Soils Soil{}  the set of soils that may be polluted by this dump 
GroundWaters GroundWater{}  the set of ground waters that may be polluted by this dump 
SurfaceWaters SurfaceWater{}  the set of surface waters that may be polluted by this dump 
Cells Cell{}  the set of cells which contains this dump 

The private functions of Dump are listed below.  
Name Description 
UpdateSAndPLevels()  Update the level of sulphate and pyrite in the dump each time a new waste arrives from one 

or several instances of MineWorking 

The atmosphere (Atmosphere) 

As it is named, an Atmosphere conceptually represents the atmosphere, continuously polluted 
by dust, soil efflorescent and dumps.  

The properties of Atmosphere are listed below. 
Name Type Description 
acidRain   the acid rain generated by the pollution 
smog   
efflorescentSalt   
gas   
dust   
PollutedLands AgriculturalLand{} the set of agricultural lands sprinkled by the acid rain sent by this atmosphere 

The private functions of Atmosphere are listed below.  
Name Description 
UpdateContaminationLevel() Update the respective value of gas, dust, acid rain, after a ground pollution occurs 

The soil (Soil) 

A Soil conceptually represents the soil, object of pollution by the dumps, via infiltrations. 
The size of this component may extend from one to several cells (Cell): it will depend on the 
spatial reasoning to be performed as well as the available data. Furthermore, it should be 
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further clarified whether there will be one or more instances of Soil. In the former case, the 
unique instance will correspond to the whole physical space. 

The properties of Soil are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
metal  real   
tailing real   
salt real   
quality real   
stability real  the level of stability of this soil 
fertility real  the level of fertility of this soil 
storage real  the level of contaminant stocked by the soil 
Cells Cell{}  the set of cells containing this component 

The private functions of Soil are listed below.  
Name Description 
SetQualityImpairment() set the value indicating the quality impairment of the soil after the infiltration by a Dump 

occurs 

The surface water (SurfaceWater) 

A SurfaceWater conceptually represents the unit portion of a surface water. The size of this 
component may extend from one to several cells (Cell): it will depend on the spatial reasoning 
to be performed as well as the available data. 

The properties of SurfaceWater are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
quantity     
ph   the Ph of this surface water 
quality    
vadoseZone   the vadose zone of this water 
streamLoad    
runOff   the run off quantity 
salt    
amd    
SuppliedLands AgriculturalLand{}  the set of agricultural lands supplied by this water 
Channel    
Cells Cell{}  the set of cells containing this surface water 

The private functions of SurfaceWater are listed below.  
Name Description 
Seep() corresponds, during one simulation time unit, to the seeping process of this surface water 

as well as the supplying of agricultural lands. This action may generate a run off of the 
vadose zone. 

SetQualityImpairment() set the value indicating the quality impairment of the soil after the infiltration by a Dump 
occurs 

EmergeAsAMD() Emergence of a AMD due to the impairment generated by the ground water associated to 
this surface water 

The ground water (GroundWater) 

A GroundWater conceptually represents the unit portion of a ground water. The size of this 
component may extend from one to several cells (Cell): it will depend on the spatial reasoning 
to be performed as well as the available data. 

The properties of GroundWater are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
quantity     
ph   the Ph of this ground water 
quality    
contaminationLevel   the level of contamination of this ground water 
sulphate    
SurfaceWaters SurfaceWater{}  the set of surface waters issuing from this ground water 
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Name Type Unit Description 
Cells Cell{}  the set of cells containing this ground water 

The private functions of GroundWater are listed below.  
Name Description 
Seep() corresponds, during one simulation time unit, to the seeping process of this ground 

water 
SetQualityImpairment() set the value indicating the quality impairment of the soil after the infiltration by a 

Dump occurs 
UpdateContaminationLevel() Update (if necessary) the level of contamination of the ground water during the 

underground activities of the mine workers 

The channel (Channel) 

In the BGS model, this entity has been mentioned but not further deepened. In the meanwhile, 
this work will also keep it as is.  

The properties of Channel are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
siltingLevel    the level of silting of this channel 
Cells Cell{}  the set of cells containing this channel 

The ecology (Ecology) 

In the BGS model, this entity has been mentioned but not further deepened. In the meanwhile, 
this work will also keep it as is.  

The road (Road) 

A Road conceptually represents a portion of the roads crossing a city. The size of this 
component may extend from one to several cells (Cell): it will depend on the spatial reasoning 
to be performed as well as the available data. As far as possible, representing a road is 
important because the place of new residences during an urban extension is influenced, among 
others, by the geographic position of the roads (a accessibility issue).  

The properties of Road are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
Cells Cell{}  the set of cells containing this component 

The mine working (MineWorking) 

As it is named, a MineWorking conceptually represents the coal exploitation firm, the same 
which rejects wastes on one or several Dump. Like Road, MineWorking is considered by the 
population as an attraction factor and then influences the place of new residences.  

The properties of MineWorking are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
coalQuantity   the quantity of produced coal 
fertility real  the level of fertility of the soil on which the mine is  
Dumps Dump{}  the set of dumps where this exploitation rejects its wastes 
GroundWaters GroundWater{}  the set of ground waters polluted by this exploitation 
SurfaceWaters SurfaceWater{}  the set of surface waters polluted by this exploitation 
Infrastructures Infrastructure{}  the set of infrastructures impacted by the blasting process required by 

this exploitation 
FarmProperties FarmProperties{}  the set of properties impacted by the blasting process required by this 

exploitation 
Residences Residence{}  the set of residences the occupants of which work in this exploitation 
Cells Cell{}  the set of cells containing this component 

The private functions of MineWorking are listed below.  
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Name Description 
ExploitCoal() Corresponds to a coal exploitation during one simulation time unit; all variables related to 

contamination (sulphate, pyrite, etc.) are updated during this process 

The centre (Centre) 

A Centre conceptually represents the centre of the studied city. Centre is also considered by 
the population as an attraction factor and then influences the place of each new residence: a 
new residence will be placed “somewhere” between a Centre and a MineWorking (cf. Section 
 3).  

Note however that at this stage of the thinking process, what is called a city and its extension 
is not clear.  

The properties of Centre are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
Cells Cell{}  the set of cells containing this component 

The agricultural lands (AgriculturalLand) 

An AgriculturalLand conceptually represents one parcel of land irrigated by one or more 
instances of SurfaceWater and GroundWater. It also is polluted by Atmosphere. 

The properties of AgriculturalLand are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
waterLevel   the level of water contained in this land 
contaminationLevel   the level of contamination contained in this land 
remediationLevel   the level of remediation imposed by the policy maker for this land 
Residences Residence{}  the set of residences the occupants of which are fed by this land 
Cells Cell{}  the set of cells containing this component 

It should be further determined, in the EoMiners progress, whether there should be a property 
contaminationLevel per kind of contaminants or not.  

The private functions of AgriculturalLand are listed below.  
Name Description 
UpdateContaminationLevel() Update the level of contamination of this land, generated by the run off of the 

surrounding surface waters 
EvaluateLandLoosing() Checks whether this land is still farmable. If not (e.g. due to water run off), the land is 

lost. 

The farm properties (FarmProperties) 

In the BGS model, this entity has been mentioned but not further deepened. In the meanwhile, 
this work will also keep it as is.  

The properties of FarmProperties are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
Cells Cell{}  the set of cells containing this component 

The residence (Residence) 

A Residence conceptually constitutes the unit entity of a city. It is composed of one or more 
humans (that is residents). The extension of a city is conceptually translated by the increasing 
of the number of residents in the patches (cf. Section  3). 

The properties of Residence are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
tenure   the status obtained by the residents: owner or tenant 
work   the job of the chief of the residence 
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Name Type Unit Description 
education   the education level of the residence 
hasChild boolean  checks whether the household has children 
Chief Human  the chief of this residence 
Location Cell  the cell which contains this residence 

The private functions of Residence are listed below.  
Name Description 
DecreaseFoodSecurity() decreases the security level in terms of foods, after agricultural lands are lost 
UpdateHealthLevels() update the health level of residents after the surrounding activities or pollution 

The types of components having socioeconomic features 

As mentioned in Section  2.2, the calculation of LandValue and InfraQuality, or, the health 
level of a Human requires a study outside EoMiners. All solutions proposed in this subsection are 
at a thinking process stage only.  

The land value (LandValue) 

A LandValue conceptually represents the economic value of a landscape, and at a patch scale. 
It may be determined by many parameters like the number of residents, the contamination 
level, the number of land value, etc… in that patch. the contamination level may be viewed as 
the sum of the contamination generated by the polluting components (the set of Soil, the set 
of Dump, etc.) inside the patch. 

The properties of LandValue are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
Land Patch  the patch the economic value of which is computed 
value real  the numerical value 
annualVariation 0…100 % annual variation of the value 
highIncomeRatio 0…100 % the percent of residents having high income 
middleIncomeRatio 0…100 % the percent of residents having average income 
lowIncomeRatio 0…100 % the percent of residents having low income 

The private functions of LandValue are listed below.  
Name Description 
UpdateValue() Update the actual value of the land; the change being for example the result of the lost of some 

agricultural lands or the variation of the pollution level, etc.  

The quality of infrastructure (InfraQuality) 

An InfraQuality conceptually represents the quality of the infrastructure at a patch scale. 
At this stage of the thinking process, it is determined by many parameters like the number of 
blasting occurring around the patch, the value of the quality in the previous year, the distance 
from the roads, etc. 

The properties of InfraQuality are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
quality real  the numerical value of the quality 
annualVariation real  the annual numerical variation of the quality  
Land Patch  the patch to which the quality refers 

The private functions of InfraQuality are listed below.  
Name Description 
UpdateQuality() Update the quality value of the patch infrastructure; the change being for example the result of the 

blasting process realized by the surrounding mine workings. 
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A human (Human) 

A Human conceptually represents the entity in WitSprawl on which the direct effect of the 
pollution is the deterioration of the health.  

The properties of Human are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
income real  the income of this human 
age real  the age of this human 
education   the level of its education 
healthLevel   the level of its health (respiration, etc.)  

The private functions of Human are listed below.  
Name Description 
UpdateHealthLevels() Modify the health level of this human after a pollution occurs in the surrounding of where this 

human is (a dump, a polluted surface water, etc.) 

The mine workers (MineWorkers) 

A MineWorkers conceptually represents the group of humans working in a same 
MineWorking. For WitSprawl, a group contains a mine manager and the operational agents. 
The former decides whether there should be a remediation procedure, while the latter work on 
the field (on the surface or in the underground). 

The properties of MineWorkers are listed below. 
Name Type Unit Description 
Manager Human  the manager 
Operational Human{}  the list of operational workers 
MineWorking MineWorking  the place where the operational agents work 

The private functions of MineWorkers are listed below.  
Name Description 
ExploitCoal() Corresponds to the coal exploitation (both on the surface and in the underground) during 

one simulation time unit. It includes the blasting process. The direct effects are the water 
and soil pollutions. 

UpdateHealthLevels() Update the health of the workers, following the mine pollutions  
UpdateRemediation() Update the motivation of the manager to adopt or not the remediation process at the end of 

the exploitation period 

The policy maker (PolicyMaker) 

A PolicyMaker conceptually represents the entity which defines and reminds the principle of 
remediation of mines to farmable lands, once the exploitation period is over.  

The properties of PolicyMaker are listed below. 
Name Unit Description 
fund  the funds intended to the remediation 
decisionSpeed  the willing to better regulate the agricultural lands 
remediation  the level of the follow up of the remediation 

The private functions of PolicyMaker are listed below.  
Name Description 
UpdateDecision() Determines whether the remediation level should be modified or not 

2.3 The dynamic interaction between the components 

Now that all components and their respective properties are identified, Figure 4 shows how 
these components interact to each other regarding the dynamic of WitSprawl. Beforehand, in 
order to better understand the presentation in this figure, it is necessary to formally describe 
how two Is@Tem components interact, in generic terms.  
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Preamble: formal description 

As introduced in Section  2.1, a component is formally defined by a set of properties, a set of 
private functions and a set of public input and output ports. These ports are the public 
interfaces from which components can interact. 

A given input port contains a function in the form OnEventX() which handles all events (of 
type eventX) coming into that port. Symmetrically, an output port contains a function in the 
form FireEventY() which sends an event (of type eventY) from that port. Amongst input 
functions, there is a particular function OnTimeChanged() which receives its event from the 
system timer instead of from an other component. This function contains the set of actions to 
be executed by the component during each simulation time step. Unlike other input functions, 
OnTimeChanged() is generic but may be empty, meaning that the temporal evolution of a 
component only depends on the event coming from other components. 

The private functions are called, only inside a OnEventX(). 

Figure 3 gives an example of two components Component1 and Component2 in interaction, in 
which f11(), f12() and f21() are private functions. The notation PropertiesN{} represents 
the set of all properties of a component ComponentN. 

 
Figure 3 : Formal example of two components, in interaction 

Application of the formalism in the model 

The Table 1 now lists, by alphabetic order, the events exchanged in WitSprawl.  

 
Event Description 
atmosPollution the pollution of agricultural lands by the atmosphere 
blast the blasting during the exploitation 
coalMining the action of coal exploitation 
dust the releasing of dust 
getPatchs the getting of all patches in the landscape 
groundPollution the action of polluting the soil 
gwImpairment the impairment of the ground water 
humanContact the contact of the water by a human 
landLost the loosing of an agricultural land 
remediation the notification of a decision to remediate 
salt the releasing of an efflorescent salt 
surfaceWork the action of making exploitation on the surface 
underGroundWork the action of making exploitation in the underground 
vzLeaching the leaching in the vadose zone 
waterContact the sending of a water pollution to a human 
waterRunOff the run off of a surface water 

event without 
return 

 System timer  

 event 
with return 

  

Component1 
Properties1{} 

 OnTimeChanged() 
 {… 
 f11() 
 ec=FireGetEventC()
 … 
 FireEventB()} 
 

OnEventA() 
 {… 
 f12()} 

 FireEventB()  
FireGetEventC()  

Component2 
Properties2{} 

 OnTimeChanged() 
 {…} 

OnEventB() 
 { 
 f21() 
 …} 

OnGetEventC() 
{…} 

 FireEventX()  
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Event Description 
waterSupply the feeding of agricultural lands by surface water 

Table 1 : List of exchanged events by the components 

Figure 4 next illustrates this events’ exchange. For space reasons, the components’ properties, 
largely detailed in the previous sections, are not displayed any more.



 

 

Dump 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{ FireDust() 

 FireSalt() 
 FireGroundPollution()} 
 

 
Figure 4 : Interaction between the components of the application model 

GroundWater 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{Seep() 
 if state=impairment 
 FireGWImpairment()} 

 
OnGroundPollution() 
{SetQualityImpairment() 
 state=impairment} 
OnUnderGroundWork() 
{UpdateContaminationLevel()} 

OnVZLeaching()  
{…} 

OnGWImpairment()  
{…} 

FireGWImpairment()  
 

OnCoalMining() 
{UpdateSAndP()} 

FireDust()  
FireSalt()  

FireGroundPollution() 
 

MineWorkers  
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{ExploitCoal() 
 UpdateHealthLevels() 
 FireUnderGroundWork() 
 FireSurfaceWork() 
 FireBlast() 
 FireCoalMining()} 
 

FireUnderGroundWork()  
FireSurfaceWork()  

FireBlast()  
FireCoalMining() 

OnRemediation()  
{UpdateRemediation()} 

 

Soil 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{ FireSalt()} 

 
OnGroundPollution() 
{SetQualityImpairment()} 

FireSalt()  
 

SurfaceWater 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{Seep() 
 if state=contacted 
 FireWaterContact() 
 state=notContacted 
 FireVZLeaching() 
 FireWaterRunOff() 
 FireWaterSupply()} 

 
OnWaterRunOff()

{…} 
 OnGroundPollution() 
{SetQualityImpairment()} 
FireVZLeaching () 
OnGWImpairment() 
{EmergeAsAMD()} 

FireWaterRunOff()  
OnUnderGroundWork() 
{…} 
FireWaterContact() 
OnHumanContact() 
{state=contacted} 

FireWaterSupply()  
 

Ecology 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{…} 
OnWaterRunOff() 
{…} 

 

Channel 
… 

 OnTimeChanged 
{} 
OnWaterRunOff() 
{} 

 

Residence 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{UpdateSocialProfile() 
 if state=waterContact 
 FireHumanContact() } 

 
FireHumanContact() 
OnWaterContact() 
{UpdateHealthLevels() 
state=waterContact} 
OnUnderGroundWork() 
{UpdateHealthLevels()} 
OnSurfaceWork() 
{UpdateHealthLevels()} 

OnLandLost()
{DecreaseFoodSecurity()} 

 
InfraQuality 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{ } 
OnBlast() 
{UpdateQuality()} 

Farm Properties 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{ } 

OnBlast()
{…} 

LandValue 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{ } 
OnLandLost() 
{UpdateValue ()} 

 

AgriculturalLand 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{if state=lost 
 FireLandLost()} 

 
OnAtmosPollution()

{…} 
OnWaterRunOff() 
{UpdateContaminationLevel()
 if EvaluateLandLoosing() 
 state=lost} 
OnWaterSupply() 
{} 
FireLandLost() 

 

PolicyMaker 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{UpdateDecision() 
 if state= decide  
 FireRemediation() 
 state=notDecide} 

 
FireRemediation ()  

Atmosphere 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{ FireAtmosPollution() } 

 
OnDust () 
{UpdateContaminationLevel() } 
OnSalt () 
{UpdateContaminationLevel()} 

FireAtmosPollution()  

UrbanSprawler 
… 

 OnTimeChanged() 
{FireGetPatchs() 
 Sprawl()} 
FireGetPatches() 

Landscape 
… 

OnGetPatches() 
{… } 
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3 Calculation method of the urban sprawl 

The urban sprawl (recall, the Sprawl() function of UrbanSprawler) contains two sequential 
phases :  

- the transitional phase, that consists in determining the number of residences to be 
added by simulation time step,  

- and the allocation phase that consists in determining in which patch(es) these new 
residences will be built.  

These two stages are computed from historical maps of the same area, in which the patches 
(the same for the all maps) will be first bounded. 

The transitional phase 

The number of residences built at each simulation time step (Rθ) will be defined by 
overlapping the historical maps and by applying the mathematical principle of “Compound 
Annual Growth Rate” (CAGR). The principle is recalled in Equation (1) in which Rn corresponds 
to the number of residences existing at the year n.  

 
1
n

n

0

R
a) Rθ 1

R
⎛ ⎞

= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

n
n 0b) R R * (Rθ)=

 
(1) 

 

Thus, if in 1950, there was 2000 residences, in 1965, 5500 residences and in 1968, 7200 
residences, the CAGR mode considers that the number of residences built per year was 1.89%. 
The more there will be available maps, the more Rθ will be accurate. 

The allocation phase 

Once Rθ is known, the next step is to study the above historical maps to find the possible 
relation, for each Patch, between its filling rate (the fillingRate property of Patch) and the 
following properties: 

- its distance with the closest mine 
- its distance with the city centre 
- its distance with the closest road  
- its distance with the closest polluted point  
- its inhabitability rate  
- the number of residences in the adjacent neighbourhood 

To find this possible relation, the method of multilinear regression will be used. The principle 
is recalled in Equation (2), in which Y is the dependent variable, the Xi are the independent 
variables and the ai are the coefficients of relation to be found by the method. 

 
0 1 1 2 2 kY a a X a X ... a X= + + + + k  (2) 

 

In WitSprawl, k=6. The respective meaning of the 6+1 variables (+1 is Y) is defined by the 
table below. However, depending on the evolution of the discussion in EoMiners, k may still 
increase because any additional reasons, not identified at this time, and influencing the 
implantation of a residence, may exist. 
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Variable  Corresponding property  

(in Patch) 
Description of the property (recall) Expected 

effect 
Y fillingRate number of inhabited cells / number of inhabitable cells  
X1 distanceFromMineWorking distance from the closest mine (-) 
X2 distanceFromCenter distance from the city centre (-) 
X3 distanceFromRoad distance from the closest road (-) 
X4 distanceFromClosestPollution distance from the closest polluted component (soil or water) (-) 
X5 habitableRate number of inhabitable cells / total number of cells (+) 
X6 neighbourResidents total number of residents in the adjacent neighbourhoods (+) 

The column “expected effect” means that for a given Xi the increasing of Y should be favoured 
by the increasing (effect +) or by the decreasing (effect -) of this Xi. For example, the 
increasing of the number of a residence in the patch (variable Y) is favoured by the decreasing 
of its distance with a mine working (effect - of X1) and the increasing of the number of the 
adjacent neighbourhood (effect + of X6). 

Once the coefficients ai are determined, the principle of the allocation phase is the following, 
for a given year n: 

- identifying each patch i whose the value of Yi has not reached 100% yet (threshold to 
be possibly decreased in order to put some empty spaces inside a patch) 

- sorting these Yi in a descending order. They are next interpreted as the probability 
P(Hi) so that the corresponding patch i integrates new residences 

- generating, for each patch i, a random number qi between 0 and 1. If qi≤P(Hi) then 
a residence is created on the patch i. The choice of the inhabitable cell inside a patch 
will be made in a random way. 

- until the number total Rn of residences planned to be added is reached, the above 
processes are executed on repeat. 

4 Next steps of the work 

In a short term 

The following factors related to the implantation of new residences should be deepened:  
- the calculation mode of the quality of an infrastructure (InfraQuality) and a land 

value (LandValue) at a patch scale.  
- the identification of new potential mining exploitations, the location of which also is 

an influencing factor to the urban extension 

Data collect and the model adjustment 

In any case, both initial BGS model and WitSprawl will be adjusted as and when the EoMiners 
project will evolve, in particular, when the (historical) maps and the list of indicators are 
obtained.  

Table 2 presents the “ideal” data that would be appropriate to feed WitSprawl. In this table, 
the component UrbanSprawler tacitly uses all of the data in each line of the table. It is the 
reason why it is not mentioned in the table any more. 

 
Data Main using components 
Historical map of the studied city Landscape, Residence 
Topographic map Cell, Patch 
Road map Cell, Patch, Road, InfraQuality 
Constraints map (environmental, legislative…) Cell, Patch 
Socioeconomic data regarding residents Residence 
Hydrogeologic map SurfaceWater, GroundWater 
Historical occupation of the soil AgriculturalLand, Dump, Soil 
Historical implantations of mines PolicyMaker, MineWorking, MineWorkers 
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Data Main using components 
Potential resources’ map PolicyMaker, MineWorking, MineWorkers 

Table 2 : non exhaustive list of “ideal” data needed by the model 

It is clear that the data required may not completely correspond to the data actually collected 
during EoMiners (WP1) requiring the update of what is said in this document to fit all of finally 
collected data in the project. This update is more or less important; In particular, if there is no 
data related to the residences, the most part of this model should be more seriously reviewed 
since as seen in Section  3, Residence is an important factor driving the urban extension. The 
reasoning space will then be made at a patch scale instead of a residence scale. 
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